Ford ranger rough idle
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between 0. You have to remove the air flow meter to check the hot wire for damage or dust. Air
Flow Meter : If the ECU detects that the air flow meter or circuit is not working, it estimates the
air flow from the throttle position sensor. Best m13 loadout search and destroy. For your cross
reference information, the ignition control module test that this article covers are: AutoZone
part : Duralast F Welcome to Ford F Welcome to your Ford truck enthusiast resource site.
Register now for your free membership. Low oil pressure at idle only, will most often mean that
the engine is low on oil. As more power is applied to the engine via acceleration, the pressure
builds up inside the engine. A mass air flow sensor MAF is a sensor used to determine the mass
flow rate of air entering a fuel-injected internal combustion engine.. The air mass information is
necessary for the engine control unit ECU to balance and deliver the correct fuel mass to the
engine. Here are the most common causes of idle surge, rough idle esp when cold, other
symptoms include stalls at stops, slow idle speed, erratic idle speed, rough idle and engine
hesitation and other problems , it is in most cases the idle speed control air-bypass valve and or
throttle valve and upper intake, these area's get full of gunk and combustion residue over the
miles and cause idle issues When I got it back, rpm dancing and idle very low and rough. Drove
on freeway upon exit at stop car stalls. Check engine light on. Had shop replace manifold
gaskets and check for vacuum leaks. With new MAF, back to rough idle. No further stalling or
rough idle will occur after the engine is running. The long2. I have had it for now for 8 months
and done 10,kms. When the car is hot and you stop at traffic lights, it comes back to idle and
after a few seconds starts running very roughly and the Rev counter needle wobbles about.
Sheepadoodle springfield mo Spot drill speeds and feeds. There are quite a few reasons why
your Ford Ranger could be idling rough. An internal combustion engine needs air, fuel, and
spark in order to achieve ignition. When one or more of these variables is off it can lead to a
rough idling condition. Most of the time the culprit is going to be the ignition system, although
there are a myriad of other causes. Hopefully, the check engine light is on. It can tell you a lot
about what is going on with your Ranger. You can either go to the local parts store and ask
them to scan the vehicle for you, or you can do this yourself. Most of them will do that as a
courtesy obviously they want to sell the parts. Alternatively, code scanners are pretty
affordable. Having one of your own can save you a ton of time. Here are the most common
problems that would cause a Ford Ranger to idle rough:. Here are the main components of the
ignition system, as well as what would cause them to make your Ranger idle roughly. It could be
so clogged that there is not enough air getting through for quality idle conditions. Of all the
sensors equipped in your vehicle, the O2 sensors may have it the hardest. They deal with super
hot exhaust that can cover them in deposits that can leave them ineffective. If an oxygen sensor
goes bad, it can make your Ranger run too lean or rich. A super lean running engine will often
idle rough. The fuel injection systems job is to atomize the fuel into fine mist. If a fuel injector
has an issue with this process, it will either let too much or too little fuel into the combustion
chamber relative to the amount of air. There are many reasons why a fuel injector may go bad,
as well as different symptoms relative to how they went bad. For more, check out Ford Ranger
bad fuel injector symptoms. There are many reasons that your Ford Ranger may be idling
rough. We tried to lay out the most common ones above. If there is anything else that you would
like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck!! Here are the most common problems
that would cause a Ford Ranger to idle rough: A fouled plug VS a brand new plug Ignition
System Here are the main components of the ignition system, as well as what would cause them
to make your Ranger idle roughly. Although most modern vehicles use iridium spark plugs, they
still need to be changed at the manufacturers recommended interval. This page has a great
chart for you to compare your spark plug condition to new plugs. These packs are fired by the
engines computer at exactly the right time to provide the optimal ignition timing. Really, your
Ranger will be running rougher at any RPM, but a misfire will be most pronounced at idle. Fuel
Injectors The fuel injection systems job is to atomize the fuel into fine mist. Conclusion There
are many reasons that your Ford Ranger may be idling rough. Its is different from the much
more common P, which indicates that bank 2 is lean at any engine speed. The code is thrown
after the oxygen sensor on Bank 2 usually sensor 1 has detected that the air fuel mixture is too
lean. It can be caused by a bad oxygen sensor, or a whole slew of problems. This can cause
your vehicle to idle poorly, depending on how far from Bank one is the part of the engine with
the second cylinder. But, on V6 and V8 engines, there are two cylinder heads, and therefore two
banks. If you have P, you do need to determine which side of the engine has bank 2, unless you
have P as well, which is the code for a lean condition at idle for the first cylinder. Here are some

of the most common symptoms associated with P They are going to vary in severity depending
on how far off the air fuel mixture is. Most of them are easy enough to check, but there are a lot
of them. Here are some of the most common ones:. Hopefully, there were other codes that were
thrown with P If there are, it is a good thing, because it can make diagnosing it a whole lot
easier. It would mean that a bad fuel injector or oxygen sensor are highly likely. An exhaust leak
or vacuum leak where the intake manifold hits the cylinder head on the bank 2 side could also
be a likely cause. The O2 sensors pick up the air fuel mixture at idle and P is triggered. You can
use carb cleaner to spray around these places. There are several components that can cause a
fuel pressure to drop. A bad fuel pump or fuel filter will produce lower fuel pressure. As you can
see, there are many issues that can cause P in the Ford Ranger. How you go about attacking
them is going to really depend on whether or not there were any other codes present,
particularly P or an oxygen sensor related code. Symptoms Here are some of the most common
symptoms associated with P Oil Cap â€” P has been known to occur when there is no oil cap
present, or if it is loose. Take a second to check it real quick. Smell for Gas â€” If you smell gas
around the fuel injectors, that means that a fuel injector could be leaking. Listen for a Hiss â€” A
hissing or whistle sound coming from the engine indicates a vacuum leak. Check all of the
hoses coming to and from the intake manifold for rot, damage, and loose connections. Make
sure the MAF sensor if applicable does not have leaks around it. Look at the PCV valve and
hose to see if they are leaking. A bad MAF or MAP sensor will not properly read the air entering
the engine, which could cause it to go too lean or rich. Forums New posts Search forums
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Verhiz Well-Known Member. I have a ranger and it rough idles. It always seems to have a rough
idle. Does anyone have experience with this? I only have miles on it. Cape Cruiser Well-Known
Member. Verhiz said:. Traneman Well-Known Member. What gas are you using? Otherwise, take
it in and have it checked. Traneman said:. I had the tune on, and it was rough while it was cold. I
did a software update on the ProCal tool, flashed it back to stock, and now it idles cold fine. I'm
leaving it stock for now, although I doubt the above update fixed it, might be worth a try. I use
Shell or Exxon only. I have an appointment set for tomorrow. Any thoughts on what it could be?
I have the ford performance tune, but it was doing it even before the tune. Schilke Well-Known
Member. Need the dealer. You should not live with something like this for miles. Well, define
"rough idle". It's a 4cyl, it's never going to feel like an 8. If it's wheezing and sputtering then
there's probably an issue. But "rough" is subjective and covers a lot of territory. VAMike said:. I
just got word back from the dealership that everything is normal. Or is it rythmic consistant
rough idle? Look at the engine with hood open, is it visibly shaking? Mine is sewing machine
smooth, 4cyl do have inherent vibes though like mentioned already. I was even surprised how
smooth it ran on 3 cyl when i forgot to plug in one of the coils for a sec. Typically dealer will say
"normal" if its not blatantly obvious or a check engine light is on. Result vary here though. Post
a video of it? You must log in or register to reply here. Password Forgot Password? Join Us!
Join Date: Apr Posts: 2. I have a ford ranger that runs good on the highway but idles rough
when parked and sometimes stalls out. I thinking fuel pump or fuel injectors. Does anyone have
any other ideas what can cause this problem. Join Date: Oct Posts: 8, Posts: 1. Re: Ford Ranger
rough idle. Check for vacuum leaks. A common failure is the hose that goes into the back of the
valve cover on drivers side. Replacement part is Ford only? Hope this helps. Posts: Has the
check engine light come on? Check the codes, wouldn't be a vacuum leak if only 1 cylinder is
misfiring. If not, do a compression test on all cylinders. That'll tell you if you have a bad valve or
scored head. Then I'd check the injectors, unfortunately, testing the 4, 5 and 6 injectors is near
impossible without taking out the intake manifold and throttle body. I had a very similar problem
recently and decided to just take it in since it was just rebuilt and under warranty and only
giving me P and P codes, which is the 6 cylinder misfire and a random misfire on startup. The
shop found that the 6 injector was faulty and running lean in that particular cylinder which
burned the head and tuliped the intake valve seat. Got the valve seat replaced and all injectors
rebuilt and it runs great now. They all idle rough. Especially when they aren't quite warmed up
well an the high idle has already settled. But they all still have that rough idle that makes
everyone think it is missing and they have been on here reading about countless engine
problems caused by high mileage and crappy maintenance practices so then when they feel
that wierd vibration when stopped at a red light, paranoia kicks in. Or maybe someone put in the
wrong spark plugs. I
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replaced the IAC but it had no effect on the rough idle I'm still leaning towards fuel pump or
injectors. Join Date: Nov Find and clean the throttle position sensor. It is at the front of the
throttle body. If it's sticky it will screw up your idle. Thread Tools. User Name. Remember Me?
Forgot Password? Ranger Pictures. Social Groups. Mark Forums Read. Join Date: Apr Posts: 2.
View Public Profile. Send a private message to cadre Find all posts by cadre Join Date: Oct
Posts: 8, Idle air control valve. Find all posts by GLH. RangerinRed RangerinRed. Join Date: Apr
Posts: 1. Re: Ford Ranger rough idle Check for vacuum leaks. Send a private message to
RangerinRed. Find all posts by RangerinRed. Join Date: Oct Posts: Re: Ford Ranger rough idle
Has the check engine light come on? Join Date: Nov Posts: Re: Ford Ranger rough idle Find
and clean the throttle position sensor. Send a private message to barneycat Find all posts by
barneycat Similar Threads. Please help!! Rough idle on my ranger!!

